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• The Unix Shell
• Version Control with Git
• Version Control with Mercurial
• Using Databases and SQL
• Programming with Python

• Programming with R
• R for Reproducible Scientific 

Analysis
• Programming with MATLAB
• Automation and Make

https://software-carpentry.org/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since 1998, Software Carpentry has been teaching researchers the computing skills they need to get more done in less time and with less pain. Our volunteer instructors have run hundreds of events for over 22,000 researchers since 2012. All of our lesson materials are freely reusable under the Creative Commons - Attribution license.The Software Carpentry Foundation and its sibling organization Data Carpentry are fiscally sponsored projects of NumFOCUS, a 501(c)3 non-profit incorporated in the United States. Two members of DSS have gone through the instructor training and have been certified to teach, we are planning for



• Data Organization in Spreadsheets
• Data Cleaning with OpenRefine
• Data Management with SQL
• Data Analysis and Visualization in R
• Data Analysis and Visualization in Python

http://www.datacarpentry.org
/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data Carpentry These lessons are distributed under the CC-BY and are free for re-use or adaptation, with attribution. We’ve had people use the lessons in courses, to build new lessons or use them for self-guided learning.Data Carpentry workshops are domain-specific, so that we are teaching researchers the skills most relevant to their domain and using examples from their type of work. Therefore we have several types of workshops and lessons are ordered by topic.Ecology materialsGenomics materialsGeospatial data materialsBiology semester long materials



Future Workshops

• Author Carpentry

• Data Management 101

• HathiTrust & You: Data-Driven Research using Text Mining

• Scholarly Identity Management

• eScholarship Ingest

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Author Carpentry is a spin-off of the other carpentry programs and we are evaluating it for inclusion into future programsbest practices for managing research Upcoming workshop, “HathiTrust & You: Data-Driven Research using Text Mining”: Get introduced to text mining concepts and techniques. Learn text mining using HathiTrust Research Center (HTRC) tools for humanities research with hands-on practice. Upcoming training series (collaboration with Mitchell), “Scholarly Identify Management”: Get introduced to strategies and tools to effectively manage scholarly identities, measure research impact, and develop roadmap to academic success. eScholarship IngestIntroduce and promote open accessDemonstrate the publication ingest process in eScholarship Hands-on practice with eScholarship ingest



Events

• Daniella Lowenberg, Research Data Specialist & Product Manager 

from UC3 – Dash

• Copyright Week

• Fair Use/Fair Dealing Week

• Mapathon



Product Updates



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scholarly researchers today are increasingly required to engage in a range of data management activities to comply with institutional policies, or as a precondition for publication or grant funding. Data management plans are now a standard part of grant proposals for most funding agencies. What’s New:The California Digital Library has been awarded a 2-year NSF EAGER grant to support active, machine-actionable data management plans (DMPs). The vision is to convert DMPs from a compliance exercise based on static text documents into a key component of a networked research data management ecosystem that not only facilitates, but improves the research process for all stakeholders.Machine-actionable “refers to information that is structured in a consistent way so that machines, or computers, can be programmed against the structure” (DDI definition). Through prototyping and pilot projects we will experiment with making DMPs machine-actionable.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dash is an open source, community driven project that takes a unique approach to data publication and digital preservation. Dash focuses on search, presentation, and discovery and delegates the responsibility for the data preservation function to the underlying repository with which it is integrated.For the second year in a row, a California Digital Library service has captured a Larry L. Sautter Award for Innovation in Information Technology. This year the silver Sautter award went to the Dash team for its user-friendly platform for managing, archiving and sharing research data.  DASH is under constant development and it takes feedback very seriouslyWhat’s New:UCI Libraries worked with California Digital Library (CDL) to develop a geo‐location service that fulfills the needs of an Orange County Data Portal (OCDP). OCDP uses the Dash platform and is intended to preserve and share research data collected in or pertaining to Orange County, California. All data deposited in OCDP will also appear in the main UCI Dash interface.  With a past DASH update we lost access to the OCDP but DSS has been actively working to re-instate it and we should have access again soon!



DSS Scholarly Communications is 
working with the UCI Office of 
Research to use Dimensions to 
analyze and understand the research 
funding landscape and explore UCI 
researcher impact. Dimensions is a 
grant database containing more than 
$1 trillion of historic and current 
funding, as an in-depth analysis of 
ongoing research funding.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 DSS Scholarly Communications is working with the UCI Office of Research to use Dimensions to analyze and understand the research funding landscape and explore UCI researcher impact. Dimensions is a grant database containing more than $1 trillion of historic and current funding, as an in-depth analysis of ongoing research funding.  In addition to identifying funding opportunities, Dimensions also provides tools to assess faculty research impact through examining their publication record and the influence of their work.



Faculty Researcher Impact

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Scholarly Communications assists faculty authors participating in the UC Open Access Policy by depositing a file or by providing a link to a freely available version of their article in an open access journal or open access repository such as PubMed Central or SSRN. UC Irvine is a leader in the number of publications added to eScholarship, where they are openly discoverable by researchers across the world via academic indexes and search engines. The deposits for UC Irvine are nearly double those of our sister campuses UCLA and UCSF.  To date, UCI open access publications in eScholarship have reached over 3.5 million views, significantly amplifying the global impact of UC research.





Thanks!

Danielle Kane 
Data Management & Curation Librarian
UC Irvine Libraries
Kaned@uci.edu
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